Abstract. Aiming at correcting two-dimensional rotating-mirror's reading in optical scanning or rotation,in this paper,a reading correction method based on optical transmission matrix is proposed. A mathematical model based on the measurement principle of two-dimensional turntable in the system is applied to get pitching angle and azimuth angle of the emergent ray. By using the high-precision theodolite to proofread the direction of the adjusted emergent ray, the correctness of the model is verified. The experimental comparison and analysis indicate that this method without increasing the accuracy of processing and installing can revise the reading of two-dimensional rotating-mirror. It is proved that the precision can be 4″.
Introduction
Two-dimensional electric turntable which describes the location of the object using pitching angle and azimuth angle is an optical-mechanical-electrical integrative modern equipment. It is widely used in the fields such as tracking, measuring and simulating, which is an integral part of precision instrument [1] .
In this paper, the two-dimensional rotating-mirror is an application of two-dimensional electric turntable on the optical measurement. In optical instruments, two-dimensional turntable is applied to the optical measurement and adjustment. However, due to the characteristics of the two-dimensional rotating-mirror adjustment, the emergent ray in pitch and azimuth direction is not consistent with the pitching angle and azimuth angle of two-dimensional turntable [2, 3] . By analyzing this problem using optical transmission matrix, this paper presents a software correction method.
Principle of Two-dimensional Rotating-mirror Reading
In the sight line alteration measurement system aiming at IR aiming sight [4.5] , the reflecting collimator which is used to simulate an infinitely far target includes black body, target, plane mirror and parabolic mirror. IR aiming sight observes infinity target by plane mirror, as shown in Figure 1 . Plane mirror is installed on a two-dimension precision adjustment stage which is electric control, as shown in Figure 2 . Two spindles are equipped with an absolute angular encoder respectively.
When they work, the absolute angular encoders will give turn angle of the Two-dimensional turntable. Owing to revolve of the Plane mirror in space, emergence angle and incidence angle is not 2 times but function relationship because of mechanical coupling. Therefore, the system error must be researched. . In three-dimensional space, if the optical axis coincides with z-axis, the coordinate transformation of figure after rotating  degrees around the x-axis is formula (2) and the coordinate transformation of figure after rotating  degrees around the z-axis is formula (3). Let the clockwise direction be my positive direction, plane mirror rotates - degrees around the z-axis(pitching angle). Then,it rotates - degrees around the x-axis(azimuth angle). Normal unit vector of plane mirror after two rotate is: N is normal unit vector of plane mirror. The expression of ray 2 A which ray 1 A reflects by 2 N is shown below.
Putting the formula (1) and the formula (4) into equation (5) can obtain formula (6), as follows: This emergent ray will go through two layers of germanium infrared window glass. Because the infrared window consists of two parallel flat mirrors, the ray which passes through the flat mirror would lead horizontal shifting (or longitudinal shift), without changing the direction of the ray. The final ray still is 2 A . At this point, the angle of the ray is the pitching angle - and azimuth angle -  of the turntable. 
=

Verification Experiment
In order to verify the correctness of the above model, the verification experiment using high precision theodolite measures emergent ray, as shown in Figure 6 . In this experiment, the emergent ray in pitch and azimuth direction measured by high precision theodolite is compared with the pitching angle and azimuth angle calculated by the established model,as shown in table 4.Then, the accuracy of the established functional can be tested. -216″  0  -216″  0  216″  216″  218″  216″  432″  432″  429″  433″  648″  216″  649″  218″  864″  432″  862″  430″  -216″  432″  -214″  432″  1080″  -432″  1082″  -434″  1296″  -864″  1296″  -862″  -1080″ -1080″ -1076″ -1080″
Conclusion
Through the above experiment, the reading of two-dimensional electric rotating-mirror is modified by optical transmission matrix. The precision of this method can be 4″ in pitch and azimuth direction without changing structure of the turntable, which is in keeping with the accuracy requirement 5" in the sight line alteration measurement system. And this method has guiding significance for future research and application.
